CDRB DEPARTMENTAL SEMINARS – FALL/WINTER 2022

Thursdays at Noon

September
29 Olga Ossipova Memorial Lecturer
   Carole LaBBONNE (Northwestern) – S. Sokol

October
  6 Li ZHAO (Rockefeller) – T. Zwaka
  13 Nicole KING (Berkeley) – N. Dubois
      Annul Friedman Lecturer
      Co-sponsored by Depts, CDRB and Neuroscience
      *Michael GREENBERG (Harvard) – E. Nestler) CANCELLED
  20 Stephano DI TALIA (Duke) – P. Soriano
  27 Emily BERNSTEIN (MSSM) – E. Ezhkova/Co-Host SBDRC

November
  3 Yana KAMBEROV (Penn) – S. Millar/Co-Host SBDRC
  10 Nicolas PLACHTA (Penn) – P. Soriano
  17 Stanislav SHVARTSMAN (Princeton – S. Sokol) POSTPONED To
      01-12-2023

December
  1 Michael BUSZCZAK (UT Southwestern) – F. Marlow
  8 Douglas MILLAY (Cincinnati) – R. Krauss
  15 David Stern (Janelia-HHMD) – P. Wassarman

*Co-sponsored by Depts. CDRB and Neuroscience:
   “Annual Friedman Lecturer” 1:00 pm to 2:00 pm

11-07-22